The Club is renowned as a unique and prestigious golfing destination and is proud of its 100 plus years of golfing history.

As such, the Club enforces a dress standard aimed at maintaining the traditions of golf and club life. Members, their guests, visitors to the Clubhouse, and stay and play golfers are expected to dress in a manner in keeping with the Club’s standards, traditions and welcoming environment.

“Dressing well is a form of good manners”
- Tom Ford

More details overleaf
UNACCEPTABLE dress on the course and in the clubhouse includes:
- Blue denim garments
- Shirts without collars (except those specifically designed for golf)
- Singlets, beach wear and rubber thongs
- Leggings, gym-wear, tracksuits
- Casual shorts, football shorts, cargo shorts/pants
- Open-toed shoes (except those specifically designed for golf)
- Clothing emblazoned with excessive logos

APPROPRIATE DRESS ON THE COURSE AND GOLF FACILITIES
Neat attire including a collared shirt/polo (tucked in for men), tailored trousers/shorts/skirts, white socks (for men wearing shorts) and soft spike shoes.

TENNIS COURTS
Tennis attire is required to be worn on the tennis courts. Tennis shoes are to be worn.

APPROPRIATE DRESS IN THE CLUBHOUSE

MEMBERS LOUNGE & LINKS ROOM
Smart, neat casual wear is acceptable at all times, but blue denim garments, singlets, leggings, casual shorts, rubber thongs etc. (as above) are not to be worn anywhere in the shared areas of the clubhouse.

Neat attire suitable for the course or tennis courts is acceptable in these areas, including soft spikes.

THE FORMAL DINING ROOM
Men are required to wear a jacket and business shirt. A tie is optional. Women are required to dress to an equivalent standard.

CHILDREN
It is permissible for children of 15 years of age or younger accompanying members in the Clubhouse to be dressed in a manner which may not fully conform to the dress standards providing the children are wearing clothing and footwear which is neat, clean and tidy and will not cause offence to other members.

*Management and the Professionals have instructions to advise members and guests if their dress is inappropriate.*